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Print on Demand *****.With public and political demand for educational accountability never
higher, educators are under enormous pressure to raise students scores on standardized
achievement tests. Policymakers are backing large-scale, high-stakes testing programs as the best
way to determine which schools are failing and which schools are succeeding, and the only way to
ensure the quality of students schooling. Nonsense, says distinguished educator and author W.
James Popham. In The Truth About Testing: An Educator s Call to Action, Popham explores both the
absurdity and the serious destructive consequences of today s testing programs. He uses actual
items drawn from current standardized achievement tests to show what these tests really measure
and why they should never be used to evaluate school quality or teacher ability. But, Popham
insists, there s a way out of this measurement mess. And it s up to educators to take the first steps.
Throughout this commonsense and conversational resource, the author appeals to educators to
build their own assessment literacy, spread the word about harmful testing, and reexamine how
they use test data in the classroom. He provides Advice for distinguishing...
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Reviews
A very awesome publication with perfect and lucid information. It is probably the most awesome book i have read. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Dr . Celia Howell DVM
This ebook is definitely not e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read through. it was actually writtern very perfectly and valuable. I
discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to understand.
-- K a den Da ug her ty V
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